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Commencement Exercises
OF
LENAPE HIGH SCHOOL

FRIDAY, JUNE 17, 2016
RICHARD M. DRISCOLL STADIUM
6:00 P.M.
PROGRAM

PROCESSIONAL ........................................................................................................ Lenape Band
 Directed by: Mr. Leonard Nicholas

PRESENTATION OF COLORS ...................................................................................... JROTC Color Guard
(PLEASE STAND)

NATIONAL ANTHEM ........................................................................................................ Lenape Combined Chorus
 Directed by: Mr. Brendan Moore
 Megan Elizabeth Donahue
 Student Council President

WELCOME ADDRESS ..................................................................................................... Mr. Anthony Cattani
 Principal

ADDRESS TO THE CLASS OF 2016 ............................................................................ James Michael Arcenas
 Senior Class President

RECOGNITION OF STRAIGHT A’S .............................................................................. Mr. Eugene Jones
 Supervisor

VALEDICTORIAN ............................................................................................................. Kavi Raj Munjal

RECOGNITION OF THE TOP 10% ................................................................................ Mr. William Murray
 Supervisor

SALUTATORIAN ................................................................................................................ Nada A. Hussein

RECOGNITION OF AWARDS & CLASS GIFT ................................................................. Mr. Anthony Cattani,
 Ms. Linda Hammond & Mr. Thomas Tamburello
 Principal & Class Advisors

MUSIC SELECTION ........................................................................................................ Lenape Combined Chorus
 Directed by: Mr. Brendan Moore

PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS OF 2016 ................................................................. Dr. Justin Smith
 Assessment, Accountability & Planning Coordinator

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS ................................................................. Cailyn Noelle Chow, Manuele N. D’Alessio,
 Jessica Catherine Kaminski & Gianna Christine Risica

TRADITIONAL TASSEL CEREMONY ........................................................................ James Michael Arcenas
 Senior Class President

RECESSIONAL

(The audience is requested to remain seated until the recessional has ended.)

LENAPE PRIDE
Hadeel A. Aioub
Brendon Au Bondoc
Roselyn T. Chizeyhan
Brett Alan Conti
Ruth Diane Demree
James P. Eigenbrood
Conor E. Gaffney
Monica Anne Gerace
Jacob Adam Haber
Allison Constance Hermann
Nicole Kirin Jalali
Sukyoung Kim
Tara Liu
Peter Rocco Monti, IV
Gayani Perera
Diamond I. Robinson
Erin Anne Sawadzki
Sean Patrick Scott
Grace Bernadette Stridick
Jacob Seth Turetsky
John Hanley Watson
Amy Grace Wu

Ryan Michael Anderson
Benjamin R. Ayik
Emily O. Bobo
Cailyn Noelle Chow
Corinne G. Cooper
William Henry Davis
Ruth Diane Demree
James P. Eigenbrood
Jillian Gale Floyd
Samantha Marie Goldstein
Jacob Adam Haber
Matthew David Hartsough
Emily J. Hultbert
Meghana S. Jampana
Taylor Caroline Kane
Serena Lam
Sullivan Forrest Leiby
Kayla Lynn McCourt
Peter Rocco Monti, IV
Kavi Raj Munjal
Alexandra Danis Pappas
Zachary W. Pilling
Andrew Koenig Rears
Julia Kathryin Rosenblatt
Caroline G. Scheipe
Warren L. Schonwald
Mary F. Sojka
Kelsey Ray Talarico
Kyle M. Treiber
Adam T. Vicente
Arin Chava Weinstein
Michael James Williams
Julie Rachel Zeiberg

TOP 10% OF CLASS

Hadeel A. Aioub
Brendon Au Bondoc
Roselyn T. Chizeyhan
Brett Alan Conti
Ruth Diane Demree
James P. Eigenbrood
Conor E. Gaffney
Monica Anne Gerace
Jacob Adam Haber
Allison Constance Hermann
Nicole Kirin Jalali
Sukyoung Kim
Tara Liu
Peter Rocco Monti, IV
Gayani Perera
Diamond I. Robinson
Erin Anne Sawadzki
Sean Patrick Scott
Grace Bernadette Stridick
Jacob Seth Turetsky
John Hanley Watson
Amy Grace Wu

Ryan Michael Anderson
Benjamin R. Ayik
Emily O. Bobo
Cailyn Noelle Chow
Corinne G. Cooper
William Henry Davis
Ruth Diane Demree
James P. Eigenbrood
Jillian Gale Floyd
Samantha Marie Goldstein
Jacob Adam Haber
Matthew David Hartsough
Emily J. Hultbert
Meghana S. Jampana
Taylor Caroline Kane
Serena Lam
Sullivan Forrest Leiby
Kayla Lynn McCourt
Peter Rocco Monti, IV
Kavi Raj Munjal
Alexandra Danis Pappas
Zachary W. Pilling
Andrew Koenig Rears
Julia Kathryin Rosenblatt
Caroline G. Scheipe
Warren L. Schonwald
Mary F. Sojka
Kelsey Ray Talarico
Kyle M. Treiber
Adam T. Vicente
Arin Chava Weinstein
Michael James Williams
Julie Rachel Zeiberg

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Ryan Michael Anderson
Benjamin R. Ayik
Emily O. Bobo
Cailyn Noelle Chow
Corinne G. Cooper
William Henry Davis
Ruth Diane Demree
James P. Eigenbrood
Jillian Gale Floyd
Samantha Marie Goldstein
Jacob Adam Haber
Matthew David Hartsough
Emily J. Hultbert
Meghana S. Jampana
Taylor Caroline Kane
Serena Lam
Sullivan Forrest Leiby
Kayla Lynn McCourt
Peter Rocco Monti, IV
Kavi Raj Munjal
Alexandra Danis Pappas
Zachary W. Pilling
Andrew Koenig Rears
Julia Kathryin Rosenblatt
Caroline G. Scheipe
Warren L. Schonwald
Mary F. Sojka
Kelsey Ray Talarico
Kyle M. Treiber
Adam T. Vicente
Arin Chava Weinstein
Michael James Williams
Julie Rachel Zeiberg

Jenna Noelle Angelucci
Jack Christopher Barlow
Raquel R. Brosh
Laura Christine Ciapetta
Rachel Krystyna Crook
Sarah Elizabeth Gibson
Cailyn Noelle Chow
Morgan Elizabeth Devlin
Michael William Figura
Zachary Matthew Garberman
Taylor Caroline Kane
Serena Lam
Erica Anne Meline
Kaiji Munjal
Zachary W. Pilling
Michael Jason Rosenbaum
Julianne Marie Schell
Gabrielle Fay Shvartsman
Katheryn Elizabeth Fox
Martina Laurel Tan
Roshan P. Vasoya
Danielle A. Wietrzynowski
Fiona T. Yeung

RECOGNITION OF STRAIGHT A’s OVER FOUR YEARS

Cailyn Noelle Chow
Laura Christine Ciapetta
Katheryn Elizabeth Fox
Rose L. Gebremedhin
Monica Anne Gerace
Tara Liu
Kavi Raj Munjal
Pooja S. Patel
Julianne Marie Schell
Gabrielle Fay Shvartsman
Grace Bernadette Stridick
Amy Grace Wu

CLASS OFFICERS

James Michael Arcenas: President
Gianna Christine Risica: Vice President
Cailyn Noelle Chow: Treasurer
Jessica Catherine Kaminski: Recording Secretary
Manuele N. D’Alessio: Corresponding Secretary

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Morgan Elizabeth Devlin
Nicholas Robert Ieradi
Jose Esteban Mercado
John B. Miralles
Jacklyn Claire Schenkewitz
Michael James Williams

SENIOR CLASS ADVISORS

Ms. Linda Hammond
Mr. Thomas Tamburello
AMANDA GEIGER MEMORIAL ART AWARD
To a senior going on to higher education in the field of art.

Jaclyn J. Dean

AUDUBON SAVINGS BANK DAVID R. MORRIS AWARD
To a graduate going on to higher education in a business related field.

Jered Eric Erlanger

AXA ACHIEVEMENT COMMUNITY AWARD
To students going on to higher education.

Taylor Caroline Kane

BOB BURUSCHKIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
To graduating soccer players who exhibit great team spirit and love for the game in the tradition of Bob Buruschkin.

Jack Christopher Barlow & Justine Lee Stoner

CHARLOTTE AND FRANKLIN CLARK MEMORIAL AWARD
To a graduate who excelled in humanities.

Julia N. Wietrzychowski

CHERRY HILL OB/GYN VIRGINIA ROBERTS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
To a graduate who is going into nursing.

Monica Anne Gerace

CONGENITAL HEART DEFECT COALITION SCHOLARSHIP
To a graduate who overcomes obstacles and/or challenges to make a difference in the community.

Michael Robert Moroski

COUNTRYSIDE SCHOOL PTO AWARD
To a graduate going on to higher education.

Yan Yan Huang

DAVE LOGAR AWARD
To seniors who exemplify the qualities of a student as demonstrated by David Logar, Class of 1993.

Jack Christopher Barlow, Morgan Elizabeth Devlin, Kasey Lynn Donoghue & Peter Rocco Monti, IV

DEBORAH HEART & LUNG CENTER SCHOLARSHIP
To students pursuing a career in healthcare.

Erica Y. Han & Sukyoung Kim

DONALD G. JANSSEN SR. MEMORIAL AWARD
To a student pursuing an engineering degree.

Ian William Wasserman

EBO STRONG FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP
To a graduate going on to higher education who exhibits a commitment to community service and to the cause of pediatric cancer.

Maithri V. Goud

EDWARD ALFANO MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
To a graduate going on to higher education who exemplifies the attributes of Mr. Alfano.

Katheryn Elizabeth Fox

2016 LENAPE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION AWARDS

Tiara Kiana Santiago
Justin Matthew Santore
Sydnee S. Sapp
Madelynde Marie Sasse
Erin Anne Sawdzki
Gabriella Renee Scheets
Caroline G. Scheipe
Julianne Marie Schell
Jacklyn Claire Schenkewitz
Edward Norman Schofield
Warren L. Schonwald
Laura Anne Schranz
Sean Patrick Scott
Halle Nicole Sentman
Alex Matthew Seri
Deivanayagam Shanmugasundaram
Gabrielle V. R. Sharp
Timothy C. Sharp
Nicole H. Shek
Heather M. Shull
Ryan Michael Shuts
Gabrielle Fay Shvartsman
Sarah S. Simon
Madison Emma Sims
Declan C. Sirak
Enrico C. Sitero
Danielle Louise Smith
Malik Jaquan Smith
Matthew George Smith
Richard Thomas Smith
Shayne Luke Smith
Noah B. Snively
Matthew C. Snyder
Mary F. Sojka
Ryan C. Souar
Andrew F. Spillane
Andrew Lee Stagliano
Brett E. Stander
Justine Lee Stoner
Shannon M. Storms
Jackson Thomas Strickland
Grace Bernadette Stridick
Julie Elizabeth Suta
Jessica Renee Szasz
John Valentine Szwajkowski
Kelsey Ray Talarico
Martina Laurel Tan
Eric Michael Tarkett
Ashley M. Terry

Matthew Louise Testa
Bréana DiMarie Thompson-Lipscomb
Nadia C. Tis
Tierra Simone Tobin
Sara M. Toner
Jessica Margaret Toomey
Julietie I. Tran
Kyle M. Treiber
Jacob Seth Turetsky
Taylor Kaitlyn Turner
Nicholas Michael Tuscano
Shane Michael Uhl
ElliAnn J. Underwood
Jordan Taylor Vann
Roshan P. Vasoya
Amanda E. Viall
Adam T. Vicente
Christina L. Vicente
Kiana Viersas Santiago
Victoria Isabelle Vlassakis
Loren Elizabeth Volz
Nathan D. Wallace
Joseph D. Ward
Ian William Wasserman
Kemon Lamar Watkins
John Hanley Watson
Alexander T. Weiler
Arin Chava Weinstein
Melissa Rose White
Danielle A. Wietrzychowski
Julia N. Wietrzychowski
Victoria Elizabeth Wiley
Michael James Williams
Sarah M. Williams
Shannon Gail Wilson
Holden N. Wolfe
Sydney Nicole Wolterding
Julia Rose Wolten
Alyia Emily Wright
Amy Grace Wu
Zachary Tyler Yaffa
Dylan B. Yerkes
Fiona T. Yeung
Dominic C. Zampirri, III
Julie Rachel Zeiberg
Eric Allen Zimmerman
Haley Chulan Miles
Jessica Christina Mills
Azha K. Mims
Christina E. Mirabella
John B. Miralles
Layne Brian Modeste, Jr.
Emily Mohnacs
Alexis J. Molder
Tony E. Monroe, II
Peter Rocco Monti, IV
Michael Robert Moroski
Andrea Evette Morris
Chad Alec Morris
Kathryn R. Mulligan
Kavi Raj Munjal
Bionca Monet Murphy
Tyler J. Murphy
Jasmine Joy Murray
Nina K. Nandy
Sunnyi Naseer
Humza Zafar Nasir
Brooke Katherine Nestor
Caroline Anne Nestor
Leah Zuri Nichols
Erin Nierdermayer
Matthew Thomas Niedzwiecki
Faith Abigail Niemczywcz
Christie A. Ninerell
Kevin R. O'Brien
Daniel D. O'Callaghan
Shannon R. O'Donnell
Eric S. O'Malley
Kailey Paige O'Neill
Nicole Rose O'Neil
Cymbeline Y. Odememi
Marissa Lynn Oman
Deniz Ceylan Onur
Sydnie Kendall Opizzi
Christopher Lawrence Osselburn
Matthew W. Ott
Emily Louise Overman
Gillian Amber Owens
Sabrina Alejandra Palacios
Emily L. Palladini
Amanda N. Palladino
Lilia R. Pantaleo
Christopher Riley Paone
Alexandra Danis Pappas
Jason Troy Pappas
Stephanie Danis Pappas
Clemente Passariello
Dhru A. Patel
Pooja S. Patel
Jamera Paul
Kelsey L. Pautz
Jaclyn J. Peditto
Reese William Pemberton
Tara L. Penkala
Gayani Perera
Justin A. Perez
Ameer Khiry Perry-Henley
Zachary W. Pilling
Gianna M. Pizzo
Brooke Elizabeth Porter
Erin M. Powell
Katherine A. Preller
Chyna Emani Preston
Kareem A. Pritchett, Jr.
Lindsey Maureen Proebstle
Rachel Helen Propper
Brandon S. Randhawa
Julian W. Raymond
Andrew Koenig Rears
Robert Ethan Reinhard
Kristine Mary Reithmeier
lanique Renelique
Kiana Alexis Richardson
Elijah Noah Richman
Zoe Elizabeth Rickman
Gianna Christine Risica
Dominic A. Rivera
Pedro Antonio Rivera
Diamond I. Robinson
Helen Q. Rofedfel
Benjamin Thomas Rodier
Luis A. Rodriguez
Brianna J. Rosado
Cassandra A. Rosario
Michael Jason Rosenbaum
Sarah F. Rosenberg
Julia Kathryn Rosenblatt
Sharif R. L. Royal
Meriselle Batista-on Ruotolo
Michael H. Saie
Breana C. Salters
Thomas J. Salyers
Braydon Charles Samson
Zachary Joseph Samuels

ELEANOR AND CHARLES WILLERSDORF MEMORIAL AWARD
To a student who excelled in math and is pursuing a math degree.

Danielle Louise Smith

FLEETWOOD SCHOOL PTO
To a graduate who attended Fleetwood school.

Ruth Diane Demree

FUTURE EDUCATORS OF AMERICA SCHOLARSHIP
To a senior who is a contributing member of the FEA.

Haley Chulan Miles

HARTFORD-HARRINGTON SCHOOL PTO AWARD
To a graduate going on to higher education.

Nada A. Hussein

HILLSIDE SCHOOL PTO AWARD
To a graduate going on to higher education.

Sean Patrick Scott

INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CENTRE OF MOUNT LAUREL
To a graduate going on to higher education.

Tierra Simone Tobin

JACK CROSBY SCHOLARSHIP
To a graduate who has overcome adversity.

Raquel R. Brosh

K. KIKI KONSTANTINOS FOUNDATION AWARD
To students who have exemplified citizenship, reliability, involvement, and academics during their high school years.

Cailyn Noelle Chow, Conor E. Gaffney, Craig Richard Lauer & Gabrielle Fay Shvartsman

KEVIN DUNNING MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
In recognition of deserving seniors who have demonstrated outstanding contribution, involvement, and skill in the Mount Laurel and Lenape High School varsity softball programs.

Cailyn Noelle Chow, Serena Lam & Julia Kathryn Rosenblatt

LARCHMONT SCHOOL PTO AWARD
To a graduate going on to higher education.

Julia N. Wietrzychowski

LENAPE BAND PARENTS ASSOCIATION
To seniors participating in the Lenape High School Band or Music Program who desire to further their education by participating in music courses and/or activities.

Humza Zafar Nasir, Christina L. Vicente, Ian William Wasserman & Arin Chava Weinstein

LENAPE CLASS OF 2016 LEADERSHIP AWARD
To seniors going on to higher education who have shown extraordinary involvement and leadership.

James Michael Arcenas, Morgan Elizabeth Devlin, John B. Miralles & Jacklyn Claire Schenkewitz
LENAPE COMMUNITY SCHOLARSHIP
To a graduate going on to higher education.
Nicholas Paul Fattman

LENAPE DISTRICT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
JERALD B. COLAN MEMORIAL AWARD
To students going on to higher education.
Rose L. Gebremedhin, Julianne Marie Schell & Amy Grace Wu

LENAPE DRIVER’S EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP
To graduates in the Driver’s Ed Club.
Jenna Noelle Angelucci, Leah Danielle Heaney, Julia Kathryn Rosenblatt & Erin Anne Sawadzki

LENAPE GIRLS SOCCER SCHOLARSHIP
To graduates who have best exemplified Lenape Girls Soccer in dedication, sportsmanship, teamwork, leadership, and camaraderie.
Tessa Elizabeth Londregan & Amanda N. Palladino

LENAPE HIGH SCHOOL MOUNT LAUREL ROTARY CLUB COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
To graduates for outstanding community service.
Caleb David Demree & Julianne Marie Schell

LENAPE HIGH SCHOOL NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY AWARD
To students going on to higher education.
Jessica Michele Arnold, Cailyn Noelle Chow, Caleb David Demree, Ruth Diane Demree, Sarah Elizabeth Gibson, Devon E. Guyer & Kayla Lynn McCourt

LENAPE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT COUNCIL AWARD
In recognition of outstanding service to the Lenape community.
Jessica Michele Arnold, Megan Elizabeth Donahue & Maya Luz Georgi

LENAPE HOOPS AWARD
To a graduating boy basketball player going on to higher education.
Dylan B. Yerkes

LENAPE PTO SCHOLARSHIP
To graduates going on to higher education.
Cailyn Noelle Chow, Taylor Caroline Kane, Erica Anne Meline & Sarah F. Rosenberg

LENAPE PRIDE CHEER CLUB AWARDS
To students going on to higher education who have contributed to the program.
Jessica Michele Arnold, Kathryn Mariah Bartow, Carly Marlene Boatwright, Tazia L. Campbell, Emily Marie Caniglia, Corinne G. Cooper, Kaela Louise Davis, Megan Elizabeth Donahue, Jaclyn Marie Figueroa, Taylor E. Gillman, Emily Anne Haney & Kelsey Ray Talarico

Jake R. Hogan
Mariah Noelle Holmes
Alexandria Jean Holroyd
Jake Michael Houlihan
Brianna Nicole Howard
Yan Yan Huang
Emily J. Hulbert
Katherine Elizabeth Hunter
Nada A. Hussein
David Earl Hyman
William G. Ianni, III
Nicholas Robert Ieradi
Victoria Lynn Ieradi
Devon Abram Isaac
Julian Nathanial Jacobs
Justin Charles Jacoby
Nicole Kirin Jalali
Meghana S. Jampana
Cesar R. Jimenez
Cassandra A. Jingoli
Alek Natasha Johnson
Donnell Barry Johnson, Jr.
Erika Nicole Johnson
Jordan K. Johnson
Kaliyah L. Johnson
David J. Jones
Maya J. Jones
Dylan Foster Judit
Jessica Catherine Kaminski
Taylor Caroline Kane
Haley T. Kang
David Kasinetz
Anthony Joseph Keen
Sydney Michelle Kemly
Kathleen E. Kennedy
Shannon Michele Kenny
Brooke A. Kersey-Jones
Joseph Francis Kessler
Justin Michael Kessler
Victoria Lynn Kessler
Coles W. Keyes
Mahnoor Khan
Casey Haein Kim
Minna Semy Kim
Sukyoung Kim
Alette G. Knoblauch
Joseph Daniel Koch
Thomas Francis Koerner
Alexander Stephen Konchak

Caroline Elizabeth Kovacs
Ryan E. Kromplewski
Michael Dean Krosnodomskie
Daniel Joseph Kulesza
Jessica Lynn Kurtz
Makeyla G. Laboy
Sabrina M. Labrador
Serena Lam
Taylor Denae Lane
Cody Connor Lau
Craig Richard Lauer
Tara Elizabeth Laux
Hailey Ann Layton
Christopher Le
Sullivan Forrest Leiby
Jerame A. Leipfinger
Antonio O. Lewis
Tara Liu
Tessa Elizabeth Londregan
Bryce A. Long
Jordan Long
Roberto Arturo Lopez
Syndie Lee Lott
Alison Elizabeth Louie
Sarah Anne MacGregor
Sean P. Maffei
Alyssa F. Mangold
Sharnpreet Kaur Mann
Lindra Danyel Marcano
John Joseph Marcasciano
John Michael Maristch, Jr.
Asimena Marmaras
Constantine Andrew Martin
Cynthia M. Martinez
Victoria Frances Martinez
Carly E. McAndrew
Madison Katherine McClain
Kayla Lynn McCourt
William Hunter McCoy
Timothy Arthur McDermet
Kelly M. McGarry
Kelly Theresa McGinley
Amanda Lynn McGrogan
Emily M. McKeown
Rashan Michael McRae, II
Stephanie Claire Mekal
Erica Anne Meline
Jose Esteban Mercado
Dashon L. Mercer
Kaela Louise Davis
Tyler John Davis
William Henry Davis
Joshua E. Dawicki
Jaclyn J. Dean
Gabrielle N. DeFilippo
Robert Patrick Delos
Caleb David Demree
Ruth Diane Demree
Joseph P. Dengler
Christina Marie DeSalvo
Morgan Elizabeth Devlin
Shimank Dhondiyal
Agnesa Dika
Jordan M. Dinich
Keith Charles Dischert
Allison E. Dombrosky
Megan Elizabeth Donahue
Kasey Lynn Donoghue
John R. Dougherty
Nicholas G. Drenik
Alexandra Lauren Dudley
Evan Bradford Duell
Taylor Ashley Duffy
Bryce Charles Dunlap
Chance Amere Dyer
Alicia Easterday
William Coco Eberling
Melanie Anne Ebert
Justin A. Eckenhoff
Lauren E. Eckenhoff
James P. Eigenbrood
Jered Eric Erlanger
Joseph Mark Fahmy
Francis Christopher Farmer
Nicholas Paul Fattman
Scott J. Fayan
Elyssa M. Feerrar
Antonio Ficchi
Jacelyn Marie Figueroa
Michael William Figura
Tai Alexander Fletcher
Joshua E. L. Flowers
Jillian Gale Floyd
Katheryn Elizabeth Fox
Daniel Lynn Fraley
Isaiah John Franklin
Jayde A. Freeman
Carrolynn C. French
Angel David Fuentes

Cordell Alexander Furlow
Conor E. Gaffney
Zachary Matthew Garberman
Rose L. Gebremedhin
Maya Luz Georgi
Monica Anne Gerace
Matthew E. Gerstein
Sarah Elizabeth Gibson
Jordan N. Gilbert
Taylor E. Gillman
Joshua Christian Gilmore
David Ghalee
Dillon Rian Gladwell
Shawn Michelle Gleason
Stefanie Gabrielle Gold
Samantha Marie Goldstein
Juan A. Gonzalez
Maithri V. Goud
Haley Nicole Grant
Jacob F. Gray
Casey George Greatrex
Sean Tyler Green
Cassidy Marie Gummerson
Devon E. Guyer
Jacob Adam Haber
Christina Marie Hackney
Brendon Michael Hafner
Sloane Haines
Ingifete Hajra
Florint Hame
Kiyana Danae Hammond
Erica Y. Han
Emily Anne Haney
Michael Scott Harris
Kevin T. Harrison
Matthew David Hartsough
Alex Evan Hatoff
Alyse M. Headley
Leah Danielle Heaney
Michael J. Hebert
Madison R. Heck
Erica Lee Ann Heller
Sean Robert Henry
Alexa Rose Heon
Allison Constance Hermann
Ryan Joseph Hickey
Nicholas Dean Higgins
Blair Kristin Hill
Derek C. Hill
Clare E. Hillman

LENAPE PRIDE FOOTBALL CLUB AWARDS
To students going on to higher education who have contributed to the program.

Michael A. Boyer, Conor Michael Brady, Jordan R. Davis, Jered Eric Erlanger, Joshua E. L. Flowers, Conor E. Gaffney, Michael Scott Harris, Sean Robert Henry, Devon Abram Isaac, Cole W. Keyes, Christopher Le, Bryce A. Long, Robert Ethan Reinhard, Alex Matthew Seri & Ryan Michael Shuts

LENAPE REGION COUNCIL OF SUPERINTENDENTS LEADERSHIP AWARD To a senior who has worked to positively impact the school community by utilizing excellent leadership skills, who influences good decision making among his or her peers and supports the school’s overall mission.

Gianna Christine Risica

LENAPE REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR AWARD To a senior who exhibits strong volunteerism.

Victoria Lynn Ieradi

LENAPE SCIENCE LEAGUE AWARD To a senior going on to higher education who has excelled in science.

Kavi Raj Munjal

LISA JEANNE VITALE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP To a graduate who exhibits love of the arts.

Elyssa M. Feerrar

MARY CUDEMO SCHURIG MEMORIAL AWARD To a senior going on to higher education who has overcome adversity.

Madison R. Heck

MATTHEW SHIELDS MEMORIAL AWARD To seniors going on to higher education in the field of management.

Victoria Lynn Ieradi, Michael Jason Rosenbaum & Kyle M. Treiber

MEDFORD POLICE ASSOCIATION AWARD To a student going on to higher education who exhibits outstanding citizenship.

Jacklyn Claire Schenkewitz

MEDFORD TOWNSHIP POLICE—LODGE 56 F.O.P. To students going on to higher education

James P. Eigenbrood & Gianna Christine Risica

MOUNT LAUREL GARDEN CLUB To students going on to higher education from Mount Laurel.

Madison R. Heck & Grace Bernadette Stridick

MOUNT LAUREL POLICE ASSOCIATION AWARD To students going on to higher education who exhibit outstanding citizenship.

Jered Eric Erlanger & Alexandra Danis Pappas

PARKWAY SCHOOL PTO AWARD To graduates going on to higher education.

Stephanie Danis Pappas & Grace Bernadette Stridick
ROBERT KELLER MEMORIAL SPORTS AWARD
To a female athlete who has demonstrated great sportsmanship and leadership.
Serena Lam

SAMANTHA LUCAS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
To a graduate who exhibits a love of art.
Tara Liu

SOCIETA BELLITALIA CLUB SCHOLARSHIP
To a graduate who has excelled in the study of Italian at Lenape High School.
Marissa Ann Arnold

SPRINGVILLE SCHOOL PTO SCHOLARSHIP
To a graduate going on to higher education.
Katheryn Elizabeth Fox

THE TOM LATONA ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP
To a dedicated athlete and team leader who exhibits qualities of Tom Latona, who influenced many people by sharing his love of life and spirit of competition through sports.
Kasey Lynn Donoghue

Y’S MEN’S CLUB OF MOORESTOWN AWARDS
The Howard G. Evans Memorial Scholarship.
Aaliyah M. Bratcher
The H. Lindley Gardiner Memorial Scholarship.
Erika Nicole Johnson
The H. Ford Stockwell Memorial Scholarship.
Sean Tyler Green

WEGMANS SCHOLARSHIP
To a Wegmans employee going on to higher education.
Maxwell S. Bass

Caroline Elizabeth Adams
Dana C. Adams
Patrick Lance Agravante
Hadeel A. Aioub
Mohammed Allen Al-Rashid
Alexis N. Albanese
Haley E. Albano
Ryan Michael Anderson
Jenna Noelle Angelucci
James Michael Arcenas
Jazmin Nicole Arenicbia
Jessica Michele Arnold
Marissa Ann Arnold
Maxwell Isaac Aronow
Jacques Joachim Auger
Benjamin R. Ayik
Raymond Alan Backus
Alejandro de Jesus Baez
Domingos D. Bailote
Liam James Baker
Jack Christopher Barlow
Johnny Lee Barton
Kathryn Mariaa Bartow
Maxwell S. Bass
Bobbie Jean Beitz
Hunter Christian Bell
Joseph T. Bell
Abby A. Bender
Ryan Michael Bensel
Lauren Nicole Benson
Brian Alexander Betz
Aaron Christopher Blood
Carly Marlene Boatwright
Emily E. Bobo
Brendon Au Bondoc
Abigail Margaret Borchers
Michael A. Boyer
Evans J. Bradley
Conor Michael Brady
Cross R. Branca
Zachary Wilson Brandinelli
Kirsten Alexandra Brangman
Aaliyah M. Bratcher
Matthew J. Brenner
Ajaia C. Brooks
Raquel R. Brosh
Justin Taylor Brown
Sapphire S. Brown
Christa N. Bruno
Daniel Jacob Bruno
Cole Andrew Bryson
Rachel Catherine Bucciilli
Scott Michael Buck, Jr.
Andre L. Byrd, Jr.
Amanda Rae Caceres
Brooke Elizabeth Camp
Brandon Trey Campbell
Tazia L. Campbell
Emily Marie Caniglia
Renold Anthony Capocasale
Kayla R. Carnation
Chloe R. Carr
Jacqueline P. Carty
Caillen M. Cenicola
Liza A. Chang
Jahhvij Vijay Chasmawala
Roselyn T. Chiyezhan
Warren Yuan-San Choi
Minah Chong
Cailyn Noelle Chow
Laura Christine Ciapetta
Cassandra Lee Cinque
Kaylin Mary Citerone
Logan Andrew Clark
Jose David Clavijo
Autumn D. Cloud
Cynthia J. Coleman
Melissa R. Coleman
Brett Alan Conti
Natalie Marie Conway
Alvin Maurice Cooke, IV
Braden J. Cooper
Corinne G. Cooper
Telia J. Cooper
Mauro C. Correa, Jr.
Cheyene Sequoia Corbett
Ronan Costigan
Erin J. Craig
Rachel Krystyna Crook
Alec Connor Pinho Cruz
Manuele N. D’Alessio
Dana Christi D’Amico
Dylan M. Danlag
Nicholas A. Danner
Kevin Darakhshan
Jordan R. Davis

“Their is a good reason they call these ceremonies ‘commencement exercises.’ Graduation is not the end; it’s the beginning.”

Orrin Hatch